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Abstract  

 

Assessing heat released only related to the formation of primary crystals provides results with a 

significantly higher sensitivity than a traditional assessment of undercooling value. In this work, 

two similar Ti5B1 master alloys (commercial and refined) are used for grain refinement of 

Al7Si4Cu aluminum alloy to assess narrow differences in heat release during primary 

crystallization. The heat released related to primary crystallization is 2.50 ± 0.03, 3.16 ± 0.12, and 

7.92 kJ kg-1
 

for samples treated with the refined master alloys, commercial master alloys, and 

sample solidified without grain refinement, respectively. The acquired results showed that the 

suggested method is more efficient in comparison with trad itional metallographic or undercooling 

methods for the assessment of grain refining efficiency with the potential to extend the suggested 

approach on a wide range of metallic structures where solidification occurs by eutectic-type 

primary crystallization characteristics.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Computational methods are effective in simulating heat exchange and mass transfer during 

solidification processes where input and process parameters are well-established [1–3]. However, 

in a practical application, there is a demand for immediate access to key process parameters where 

input materials or surrounding conditions may vary significantly. Establishing a quality control 

procedure independent of the variations of the input and process parameters and capable of 

estimating the final structure based on data during the initial stages of solidification would improve 

the properties of the final products and significantly increase capacities for the producers utilizing 

solidification processes.  

 

Most studies related to the heat released during solidification consider heat loss from the top 

surface of the liquid metal contained in the refractory vessel [4–6]. The heat loss from the top 

creates thermal convection in the liquid alloy. The developed negative thermal gradient from the 

top to the bottom and sufficiently high thermal under-cooling induces the beginning of the 

solidification from the top of the liquid melt. During solidification, Rayleigh–Benard convection 

becomes a major force in the bulk below the solid–liquid interface until the entire alloy solidifies 

[7–9]. Furthermore, the theoretical considerations of the eutectic-type alloys have to incorporate 

the continuously increasing solid fraction that is dispersed in a liquid. Therefore, a large number of 

mathematical models have been developed assuming a linear relationship between the solid 

fraction and the temperature[10]or methods based on the equilibrium lever rule (Scheil equation 

[11, 12]) and back diffusion[13, 14]. However, neither of these methods is applicable in complex 

solidification processes, e.g., involving microsegregation [15], volume change [16], 

multi-component materials [17], or grain refinement [18, 19]. Properties of the final products and 

producers’ capacities would significantly increase if someone develops a technique capable of 

estimating the final structure based on data during the initial stages of solidification[20].  

 

The main goal of this work is to suggest an advanced in situ method for assessing grain size in 

solidified Al-Si-Cu alloy that has the potential to replace a widely applied metallographic or 

undercooling approach. The lower heat released during primary crystallization causes smaller 

undercooling that further generates large number of nuclei particles that finally results in a finer 



microstructure. Therefore, monitoring heat release attributed only to the formation of primary 

aluminum crystals allows estimation of the grain size with an order of magnitude of higher 

sensitivity than reading undercooling value. Furthermore, assessing heat released values provides 

correlation to grain size in a solidified structure even for processes where undercooling did not 

occur. Parameters such as liquidus, primary undercooling and recalescence transitional points 

were recorded with a K-type thermocouple and data acquisition system and used to quantify the 

chemical effectiveness of the master alloy during the grain refinement period.  

 

 

2 Experimental Details  

 

A cylindrical stainless steel cup with 5 cm inside diameter and 0.08 cm wall thickness was 

positioned into the groove of the high- temperature resistant foam (Fig. 1). Either 0.5 or 1.0g of the 

Ti5B1 master alloy was placed at the bottom of the stainless steel cup. Then, molten Al-Si-Cu 

alloy was pouredinside the stainless steel cup followed by immediate insertion of K-type 

thermocouple into the middle of the molten metal. The inoculationperiod was set ata relatively 

short period (60 s) to simulate the solidification process where the master alloy was injected into 

the stream of liquid metal during its pouring into the mold. Thermal analysis recording with the 

frequency of 50 readings per second was conducted by the National Instruments data acquisition 

system linked to a personal computer. Liquidus temperature and undercooling were assessed 

immediately from the cooling curve and its first derivative while other parameters were deduced 

from the recorded data. Metallographic grain size measurements were done by ASTM E112 

standard [21].  

 

The chemical composition of the secondary Al7Si4Cu alloy is given in Table 1 while the 

specifications of the master alloys are given in Table 2. All master alloy samples met TP-1 

international standards [[22]]. Samples marked as WCM are commercial Ti5B1 master alloy used 

in the automotive industry that often contains a considerable amount of salts and oxides. Samples 

marked as CLN are refined master alloys with reduced amounts of salts and oxides. The 

concentrations of Ti and B in CLN samples were also reduced due to the refining process.  

 



 

3 Results  

 

Image analysis of the solidified samples (Fig. 2)reveal that after adding 0.5 g of the master alloy 

into the Al7Si4Cu aluminum alloy, grain size decreases from 1172 (sample without grain 

refinement treatment) to about 350 lm. Among the same type of samples, higher concentrations of 

titanium and boron result in lower grain size. Furthermore, alloys solidified after the addition of 

1.0 g master alloys have a lower grain size than samples where only 0.5 g of the master alloy has 

been added (Table 3).  

 

3.1 Assessment of the Released Heat During Primary Crystallization by Computer-Aided Cooling 

Curve Analysis  

 

With the advancements in the monitoring techniques in high- temperature conditions, the 

Computer-Aided Cooling Curve Analysis (CA-CCA) has become the main source of reliable data 

in assessing solidification parameters in modern metal casting processes. Figure 3 shows a 

segment of the cooling curve and its first derivative (dT/dt) in the area of primary aluminum 

crystals formation for alloy solidified without adding master alloy. While undercooling and 

recalescence values can be read directly from the cooling curve, the beginning (liquidus) and the 

end of primary nucleation are identified from the first derivative curve.  

 

Primary undercooling values range from 0.15 0C for refinedalloys up to 0.32 0Cfor commercial 

alloys while for sample solidified without refinement, it is 2.83 0C. While the recalescence period 

is slightly shorter, between 6.3 and 6.8 s, the liquidus and recalescence temperatures in samples 

treated with refined master alloy are significantly higher in comparison with samples treated with 

commercial master alloy. Table 4 is summarized key grain refinement parameters obtained from 

the cooling curve.  

 

The baseline of the cooling curve is generated using the Newtonian method where a few data 

points are selected before liquidus and after all primary aluminum crystals are formed and fitted on 

the first derivative curve usingsecondorder polynomial equation (Fig. 3, nontransitional points). 



The baseline represents the shape of the cooling curve first derivative in case phase transformation 

didn’t occur. The released heat is calculated by assessing an area between the cooling curve’s first 

derivative and baseline:  

 

    (1) 

 

Precise calculations of released heat depends on accurate construction of the baseline (NC) and a 

proper choice of specific heat(Cp). Since baseline calculation is done only between liquidus and 

dendrite coherency point (rather than between liquidus and solidus) where only primary aluminum 

crystals are formed, the specific heat value is approximated as the value of solid aluminum, 0.904 

kJ K -1 kg 
-1 

. While results for both undercooling and heat released correspond in a similar order, a 

heat released method is capable of detecting much smaller differences in solidification parameters. 

Among all tests, the samples treated with the refined master alloy have the lowest area between the 

cooling curve and baseline first derivatives and therefore the lowest heat release (Fig. 4). The heat 

release is in the range between 2.47 and 2.53 kJ kg 
-1 

for samples treated with the refined master 

alloys while 3.04 to 3.28 kJ kg 
-1 

is calculated for samples treated with commercial mater alloy. 

Alloys solidified without grain refinement release approximatelythree times moreheat (7.92kJkg 

-1

) in the same solidification conditions.  

 

The area between the first derivative and corresponding baseline characterizes heat released from 

solidified primary aluminum crystals(DeltaH
a-Al

). Figure 3 shows that DeltaH
a-Al 

is significantly 

higher for alloys solidified without grain refinement while alloys treated with refined master alloy 

DeltaH
a-Al have about 25% lower than alloys treated with commercial master. 

 

 

4 Discussion  

 

Formation of the solid structure in metallic materials during free cooling begins with the activation 

of the nucleation sites and subsequent formation of the primary grains. In aluminum, these nuclei 



become primary crystals and furtherby growing to form dendritic structure[23]. Hence, at the 

moment when neighboring primary crystals impinge each other, the crystal growth stops. 

However, a large space in between dendritic branches of the primary crystals is filled with 

remaining liquid [24]. In different samples, the heat released due to the formation of the primary 

crystals willdepend on the amount of the solidified portion of the ratio between solid and liquid 

phase at the moment when dendritic branches of neighboring crystals impinge on each other. The 

total heat released for the samples made of the same material will be similar at the end of the 

solidification process but the rate of the heat released during solidification will differ if these 

samples are treated differently during the solidification process [25, 26].  

 

During solidification, the heat released by the solidifying microconstituents can be deduced from 

the cooling curve and its calculated derivatives. These values can be further correlated to the 

microstructure in the solidified alloy and further microstructure can be correlated to the 

mechanical properties of the final product. The particulars in the shape of the cooling curve are 

directly related to various microstructural characteristics. The slopes of the first derivative curves 

immediately after liquidus temperature are lower in alloys treated with the refined master alloy. 

This indicates a low initial growth of primary grains and a longer time for the further formation of 

nuclei. The combination of the lower initial slope and about three seconds longer total time for 

primary crystals formation before the alloy reaches dendrite coherency point, allows a larger 

number of smaller grains to form. If we approximate that mass of initial nuclei is negligible to the 

mass of crystals formed around and that these crystals predominantly consist of aluminum, then 

the calculated area between the dT/dt derivative curve and baseline constructed between liquidus 

and recalescence temperatures allows for quantitative comparisons of the heat released during 

primary aluminum crystals formation and growth.  

 

With the rise of computational modeling and the accuracy of new techniques, the classical 

approach in interpreting solidification parameters needs to be revisited [27–31]. The direct 

measurement of the grain size in aluminum alloys is difficult to use. Therefore, quantifying the 

grain size is commonly done by recording the primary undercooling value on the cooling curve. 

Assessing primary undercooling has a disadvantage in cases where adding more master alloy 

causes primary undercooling values approach zero and further assessment of grain refinement 



efficiency by primary undercooling criterion would be difficult. In addition to primary 

undercooling, the recalescence period, cooling rate, and liquidus temperature can be easily 

recorded and read from the same cooling curve. These parameters allow for the calculation of 

released heat.  

 

Figure 5 provides comparisons between the heat released during the formation of the primary 

aluminum crystals and primary undercooling values. Since the calculation of heat released during 

phase transformation is the sum of temperatures over the set time, the sensitivity of the method is 

much higher than assessing only undercooling temperature. Reports focusing on released heat for 

the entire solidification process found similar results regardless alloy grain refinement is employed 

or not. However, this work focuses on the area aroundprimary crystals formation where the 

significant differences in released heat can be distinguished.  

 

The assessments of the grain refining efficiency heavily rely on the properties of the 

thermocouples. While digital readings of the thermocouples could be displayed with seemingly 

very high accuracies in practical applications, sensitivity step for either K or J type thermocouples 

is around 0.01 0C. With the increased efficiency of grain refinement, the undercooling values are 

smaller and therefore sensitivity of the particular method reduces. In some cases, undercooling 

does not appear on the cooling curve. However, assessment of the realized heat pro vides valuable 

data regarding grain refining efficiency, grain size, and other important parameters that are 

deducible from the alloys’ solidification history even in cases where under-cooling did not occur. 

Further improvement in assessing the grain size by calculating released heat should include 

temperature dependent values of specific heat (Cp
Al

) [32] that will further increase the method’s 

sensitivity.  

 

 

5 Conclusions  

 

Taking into consideration, the heat released during primary solidification of the Al7Si4Cu alloy 

was demonstrated to be the most advanced in situ method for assessing the microstructure in the 

solidified sample that further could be correlated to the mechanical properties of the final product. 



The difference in liquidus, primary undercooling, and recalescence temperatures were investigated 

in the Al7Si4Cu aluminum alloy solidified without grain refining and alloy treated with the Ti5B1 

master alloys. The thermal analysis technique allowed in situ estimation of the grain size in the 

solidified structure where assessing heat released during formation of the primary aluminum 

crystals in the Al7Si4Cu aluminum alloy was an order of magnitude more sensitive than the 

undercooling criterion.  
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Figures 

 



 

Fig. 1 Schematics of the grain refinement procedure. (1) Placing master alloy at the bottom of the 

stainless steel cup, (2) pouring aluminum alloy, (3) immersing thermocouple into the  

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Grain size assessment executed by ImageJ software. a Light optical image of the aluminum 

alloy solidified without grain refiner, b sharpened 8bit image, c detected edges, and d determined 

grain boundaries  

 

 

 

Fig. 3 The cooling curve of the entire solidification process(a), the segment where primary 

aluminum crystals formation occur (b) and the corresponding first derivative(dT/dt)of the 

non-treated Al-Si-Cu alloy with an area corresponding to released heat (the area between dT/dt 

and Newtonian zero line)(c). Note: Dots on the diagram show each temperature recording and 

corresponding dT/dt calculation and therefore due to high recording frequency (50 recordings per 

second) may appear as continuous curves  

 

 



 

Fig. 4 The first derivative and baseline curves during primary crystallization of the Al7Si4Cu alloy 

solidifying without adding master alloy (a), after adding 1.0 g of the commercial master alloy (b), 

and after adding 1.0 g refined master alloy (c).  

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Comparison between primary undercooling and heat released in Al7Si4Cu alloy after 

adding 1 g Ti5B1 master alloy  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Tables 

 

 

Table 1 Chemical composition (wt%) for the Al7Si4Cu alloy measured by the optical emission 

spectroscopy (OES) 

Si Cu Fe Mg Mn Zn Ti Ni Sn Pb Al  

7.77 3.48 0.42 0.17 0.25 0.18 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.008 Rest  

n/d not defined, n/f not found  

 

 

 

 

Table 2 Chemical compositions of the master alloys with metallographic characterization of the 

TiAl3, TiB2 agglomerates larger than 20 lm and oxides larger than 50 lm  

Chemical composition, wt%    TiAl3   TiB2[20 lm  Oxide films [50 lm  

T i        B  Fe  Si  K  Other  Max  Avg.  counted particles  counted particles  

      Size,  Size,    

      (lm)  (lm)    

ASTM TP-1  4.5–5.5  0.9–1.5  0.30max  0.20max  n/d  \0.10tot  n/d  n/d  n/d  n/d  

standard [[22]]         

WCM -Ti50B99  4.95  0.99  0.13  0.06  0.07  \0.10tot  100  40  4[50 lm  3 [400 lm  

WCM -Ti50B96  5.02  0.96  0.14  0.08  0.06  \0.10tot  90  40  2[35 lm  1 [300 lm  

WCM -Ti50B10  5.02  1.00  0.13  0.06  0.07  \0.10tot  110  40  1[20 lm  6 [600 lm  

CLN -Ti48B86  4.77  0.86  0.12  0.07  0.10  \0.10tot  110  45  n/f  3[300 lm  

CLN -Ti46B83  4.62  0.83  0.12  0.06  0.09  \0.10tot  105  45  n/f  1 = 200 lm  

CLN -Ti45B81  4.51  0.81  0.12  0.06  0.10  \0.10tot  120  45  n/f  n/f  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 3 The average grain size of 300 g solidifying alloy treated with Ti5B1 master alloy 

Added master alloy, g  

Grain size, µm  

Al7Si4Cu 
(WCM)  

Al7Si4Cu 
(CLN)  

0  1172 ± 0    

0.5  413 ± 38.89  399 ± 1.41  

1.0  351 ± 7.21  334 ± 8.89  

 

 

Table 4 Parameters obtained from the cooling curves corresponding to primary crystallization of 

300 g Al7Si4Cu alloy treated with 1.0 g of Ti5B1 master alloy  

Master Alloy  T Liquidus (0C)  T aAl Min (0C)  DT aAl Undercooling (0C)  t aAl Rec (s)  tTotal (s)  DHa-Al (kJ kg -1)  

No Grain Refinement  598.43  596.27  2.83  13.80  26.9  7.92  

WC

M  
Ti50B99  600.73  598.13  0.22  8.00  24.1  3.04  

 Ti50B96  601.24  598.27  0.32  6.70  25.1  3.22  

 Ti50B10  599.27  597.70  0.22  7.60  23.8  3.28  

CLN  T i48B86  602.85  600.72  0.17  6.30  26.7  2.53  

 Ti46B83  602.23  600.95  0.15  6.30  27.6  2.51  

 Ti45B81  602.50  600.73  0.18  6.80  28.4  2.47  

 


